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Training is where the hard
work is; it gets tough and
often lonely trying to put
in the mileage.

NEW CLASSROOMS
WORK has started at eThekwini Primary in
KwaMashu on 16 classrooms and facilities.
Cotton On Foundation connected with the
school via a Nelson Mandela Foundation
partnership. www.iol.co.za/mercury/news/
watch-new-classrooms-for-ethekwiniprimary-school-17450525

SARAH FERGUSON
Swimmer
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Highlighting threat to oceans
The Sunday Tribune Game Changer series give a voice to those who are making this world a better
place for nature and for people. Email your nominations to tribunenews@inl.co.za
SANELE Sophazi is an Instagram hit.
| LEON LESTRADE
African News Agency ( ANA )

Instagram cop
has followers’
tongues
wagging over
her looks
KWANDOKUHLE NJOLI

“FRISK me, officer” was the wish of
more than 30 000 Instagram followers
willing to come to Durban to get on
the bad side of the law and be arrested
by officer Sanele Sophazi.
The police officer, who celebrated
her 30th birthday last week, has caused
a social media stir because of her looks.
Sophazi, who works at the Pinetown police station, said social media
users were flocking to her place of work
to get their documents signed by her.
On social media users asked to be
handcuffed by her.
“When I am out with my friends
or even when I am working, I get
people looking and pointing at me and
asking each other if it really is me,”
said Sophazi.
“Even during roadblocks, I find
people staring and some even scream
out ‘Its her,’ said Sophazi.”
The officer’s photos have been
shared widely by male followers who
wrote “feeling safer just looking” about
them.
An Instagram user recently
commented on her page: “I’d commit
crime every day just to be arrested by
you.”
Sophazi said she had Instagram
boutiques sending her private messages asking her to be an ambassador for
their brands.
Several SA policewomen are
gaining social media fame, with
thousands of users following them.
But while comments may be
flattering, Sophazi was serious about
her work.
“I don’t have a problem telling
people where to get off. I want to be
respected for my job and not my looks.”
Two years ago, her Instagram account
“Sanelberry” had 593 likes.
This changed when she posted a
picture of herself in police uniform
and received more than 1 000 likes.
Her most recent picture has received
more than 6 000 likes.
Likes are a “stamp of approval” for
Instagram users.

MYRTLE RYAN

DURBAN-based Sarah Ferguson, 36,
swims to highlight the plight of many
of our oceans’ inhabitants and focus
attention on the threat of plastics in
the sea. In July she swam 100km over
a six-day period from Ponta Dobela in
Mozambique to Sodwana Bay.
“When I was just a baby, my parents took me to the beach. I crawled
straight to the water and my mother
had to constantly drag me back from
the ‘danger’. I could swim before I
walked,” she said.
In Standard 5 (Grade 7) she won
the top female sport award (Victrix ludorum) for swimming. She is
indebted to her parents’ commitment:
arranging for her to join a swimming
team in Cape Town. Her mother drove
her to training sessions every day.
“Training (for ocean swims) is
where the hard work is; it gets tough
and often lonely trying to put in the
mileage. There are few other swimmers
in Durban who want to swim for five
hours at a time, so I have to be creative,
splitting sessions into smaller chunks,

to allow different people to join me.”
Her training includes exposure to
cold water, night swimming, braving
big shore breaks, long pool swims and
strength training to prevent injury.
She follows a comprehensive nutrition plan, researches the surroundings
of a planned swim and takes advice
from the locals. “Holding down a fulltime job does not always allow for the
recovery time needed between training
swims, and there is a constant mental
battle – to train or not, to finish a session early, always knowing you cannot
afford to get sick or injured,” she said.
She was inspired by Lewis Pugh,
endurance swimmer and ocean
advocate. “I was reading his autobiography when my dream to swim the
Ka’iwi Channel, in Hawaii started.
Linda Kaiser, Lynne Cox and Diana
Nyad are all legendary open-water
swimmers. Each helped me in my journey in a small way. Ferguson advises
young swimmers never to forget why
they swim. “You love it. It’s all about
the process, not the destination.

Grade 6 teacher scoops Woolworths’ hero award
KWANDOKUHLE NJOLI

Pinkie Mchunu with Asimbonge Ndlovu who
nominated her for national Teachers’ Day competition.

and Mchunu won R25 000 and a
R30 000 voucher.
Mchunu, who was still surprised
that she won, said she did not know
her work would touch the lives of
her pupils in this way.
“I grew up in a household where
it was important to give back. We
were taught never to watch our
neighbours suffer when we could
lend a helping hand and therefore
giving and helping others is second
nature to me.”
Mchunu said Asimbonge was
not the only pupil she had helped.
Some of them, are now in university.
“I believe every child deserves

an education and to be treated with
dignity and kindness.”
Mchunu said she would contribute some money that she won from
the competition to buying shorts for
children at the school.
The annual event, now in its
eighth year, promotes UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation’s World Teachers’ Day,
which was on October 5, by highlighting the difference that teachers
can make in young pupils’ lives.
Woolworth’s general manager of
loyalty and My School said it was
important for them to acknowledge
ordinary heroes like Mchunu.

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS

Mammograms: a healthy lifestyle
essential for women

Pinkie Mchunu with Pieter Twine (Woolworths) and
Dr Faith Khumalo (Department of Basic Education).
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Education is the most powerful
weapon which can change the world.

*

-NELSON MANDELA

ALIGNED

PINKY Mchunu was the hero
Mzomusha Primary School pupils
needed.
They were so impressed, they
nominated Mchunu for an award,
which she won last week. The Grade
6 teacher at the Inanda school was
chosen from 33 835 nominations
countrywide in the Woolworths
Educational Programmes and
MySchool competition.
“I am humbled by the award”,
said Mchunu, 53.
It was a letter written by her
pupil, Asimbonge Ndlovu, that gave

her the edge in the competition.
The 12-year-old girl wrote;
“Thank you for not only being a
teacher, but a mother and provider
to many of us.
“When you saw me without
shoes and clothes you made sure
that I did not feel the shame that
came with poverty, you provided
even though you did not have to.”
Ndlovu said Mchunu was a role
model and played the part of a
mother, she ensured that she came
top of her class despite her impoverished background.
Ndlovu won a R5 000 Woolworths voucher for her submission
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SARAH FERGUSON draped in the South African flag at the end of her
100km swim along the Elephant Coast. | WOFTY WILD

IN A WORLD where plastic pollution is
constantly highlighted, Sarah Ferguson
has put her swimming talents to use as
Spar Eastern Cape’s ambassador in its
Stop Plastic campaign.
Ferguson ﬁrst became aware of the
danger plastic posed to marine life when
she made a 2km swim in Hawaii. She
duly made a presentation in this regard
and was snapped up to promote Spar’s
campaign against plastic.
She visits schools to educate children
about South Africa’s environment.
By doing long-distance swims that
have not been done before, Ferguson
believes she can make a statement. A
documentary series on each stage of such
a swim will highlight what she encounters
– about 80% to 90% of the time she
comes across plastic. Sometimes, she
said, it was difficult to tell the difference
between it and a jellyﬁsh.
The 100km Elephant Coast swim in the
iSimangaliso Wetland Park was her ﬁrst
official staged swim.
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WOMEN today are leading more
active and busier lifestyles, which
leaves very little time for them to
focus on their health. Jackpersad
and Partners Inc understands the
necessity to ensure that the modern
day woman is able to continue
her active lifestyle, while still
maintaining a healthy and fruitful
life.
A mammogram is an important
part of that healthy lifestyle. It plays
a central part in early detection
of breast cancers, as it can show
changes in the breast.
That is why Jackpersad and
Partners has state-of-the-art digital
mammography machines at eight
of its 16 venues in KwaZulu-Natal –
making the service easily accessible
for patients from different areas.
Mammography is a specific type
of imaging that uses a low-dose
X-ray system to examine breasts and
is used to aid in the early detection
and diagnosis of breast diseases in
women.
Jackpersad and Partners
also offers mammography with
tomosynthesis and is one of the first
practices to offer Contrast Enhanced
Spectral Mammography (CESM).
CESM is a study that is
performed as an adjunct to
inconclusive mammography and
ultrasound studies.

This type of mammography can
help specialists by providing answers
regarding the presence or absence of
breast cancer. It also helps minimise
the waiting time.
Using an iodine contrast, the
SenoBright CESM machine takes two
images per view at different X-ray
exposures. It then combines these
two images to highlight contrastenhanced areas of unusual blood
flow patterns which may be cause
for increased suspicion.
This type of procedure is
beneficial for patients because it is
simple and quick, and similar to a
regular mammography exam.
With regards to tomosynthesis,
this is an imaging technique in
which multiple X-rays of the breast
are taken from a number of angles.
This is then used to reconstruct 3-D
images of the breast. Tomosynthesis
is performed in addition to 2D
mammography, and aids in further
detection of breast lesions.
Jackpersad and Partners also
offers biopsies for patients in
whom suspicious lesions are found.
Biopsies can either be stereotatic or
ultrasound guided.
Book your lifesaving
mammogram today and for more
information, visit the Jackpersad and
Partners website at
www.jackpersad.co.za

WE’VE CHECKED
….. HAVE YOU
A Mammogram could save your life

Contact one of the venues below to book your appointment
Hillcrest Private Hospital
+27(0)31 768 1800

eThekwini Hospital & Heart Centre
+27(0)31 569 6645

Mount Edgecombe Hospital
+27(0)31 502 9500

Mediclinic Pietermaritzburg
+27(0)33 392 4720

Chatsmed Garden Hospital
+27(0)31 402 9280

Victoria Hospital
+27(0)32 438 3200

City Hospital
+27(0)31 309 8465

Westridge Medical Centre
+27(0)31 273 1050
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